A three-dimensional method for calculating currents induced in bodies by extremely low-frequency electric fields.
A user-friendly, numerical program has been developed to permit the calculation of induced currents in modeled bodies of human and infrahuman subjects. The program is based on a charge-simulation method (CSM), and it takes into account the three-dimensional (3-D) character of the extremely-low-frequency (ELF) electric field and of the models to be exposed. The principle of the method is to simulate a 3-D object, for example, an animal model, by a combination of several parts (blocks) having simple geometric forms such as a sphere, a cylinder, or a cone. This approach permits easy preparation of input data on the dimensions of the blocks and their positions in a 3-D arrangement. Other input data, such as the coordinates of the contour points and the imaginary values of charges inside objects, which are necessary in the calculations by CSM, are produced automatically by selecting an appropriate "level" for each block, according to its importance. To simulate parts having irregular shapes, special blocks may be added. In one series of experiments, induced currents were calculated for a baboon model in various postures: standing upright, positioned on four legs, and sitting on the floor. Calculated currents, the total induced current in particular, agreed very well with experimental values. Local currents in parts of the baboon models were more variable, ranging from 5% to 17% of measured values in the case of induced currents in the head. Some problems with this method, such as the effect of the dimensions of blocks or the choice of block levels, are discussed.